Comment for planning application 21/04275/OUT
Application Number 21/04275/OUT
Location

Part OS Parcel 8149 Adj Lords Lane And SE Of Hawkwell Farm Lords Lane Bicester

Proposal

OUTLINE - with all matters reserved except for Access - Mixed Use Development of up to
3,100 dwellings (including extra care); residential and care accommodation(C2); mixed use
local centre (comprising commercial, business and service uses, residential uses, C2 uses,
local community uses (F2(a) and F2(b)), hot food takeaways, public house, wine bar);
employment area (B2, B8, E(g)); learning and non-residential institutions (Class F1)
including primary school (plus land to allow extension of existing Gagle Brook primary
school); green Infrastructure including formal (including playing fields) and informal open
space, allotments, landscape, biodiversity and amenity space; burial ground; play space
(including Neaps/Leaps/MUGA); changing facilities; ground mounted photovoltaic arrays;
sustainable drainage systems; movement network comprising new highway, cycle and
pedestrian routes and access from highway network; car parking; infrastructure (including
utilities); engineering works (including ground modelling); demolition

Case Officer

Caroline Ford

Organisation
Name

Luke

Address

8 Bryony Road,Bicester,OX26 3WY

Type of Comment

Objection

Type

neighbour

Comments

I am an avid walker and tend to walk from Bicester to Banbury on a regular basis and use
the footpaths linked throughout the Bucknell area. Unfortunately this recent development
will mean my mental health will begin to spiral as I already am saddened by how little is left
for all the wildlife as there is less and less space for them. Even though these developers
may suggest that they'll create 'green spaces' what they really mean is a large field and
keep a few trees in the vicinity. I am saddened by how little thought is taken in regards to
the developments, Slough is a perfect example of over-building without much consideration
toward the community. If you build this site there will be more cars, more people and not
enough space to facilitate the growth. Kingsmere is packed up and the amount of traffic
generated is appalling it is also important to note that Launton is being built on too which
just means even less green spaces. Think of all these teenagers growing up and their peak
of their interests now is, McDonalds and perhaps a trip to Bicester Village. I am objecting to
this development because it is blatant ecocide and am just ashamed by the fact that this will
just be skimmed-read, partial reply, continue building. I demand more is done to make
people aware of what they are actually losing by gaining property. These are not homes, just
property and it truly is absurd that Kingsmere was a moment to see how well developers
would tackle building on a town already, unfortunately nothing good came from this site.
Just more, people, more cars and more waste. I walk to Brackley and have found some
areas that I use to walk through now shut due to HS2 and also a new housing development.
I might be one voice and perhaps the only person who walks these distances, but I love
these footpaths and always believed they would be there to enable escapism. Yet, most
people of my age tend to gaze and tellies or phones and drive to their 'local shops'. My point
being, is it isn't that people don't care they just do not know that the place they call home is
not their bricks and mortar but the land that surrounds them. I would warmly invite any
person who wants to walk with me to see with my eyes why I am so passionately opposed to
these developments. To clarify I am not opposed to new homes being built, I just don't like
to see the land and people being exploited to believe that this will benefit the community,
peoples mental health or the environment.
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